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					Application Offerings

							UV LED curing solutions are being utilized in the coating industry because they offer lower operating costs, enhanced system capabilities due to being a solid-state device, and environmental benefits of safer workplace environment and no hazardous materials. UV LED technology drastically reduces energy consumption and significantly reduces work-piece surface temperature. Machines can be made more compact due to small form factor; speed can be increased due to consistent UV output; and the diffuse nature of UV LED light can be used to more effectively cure shaped surfaces which previously required multiple lamps at various angles. UV curable coating applications include: wood and vinyl, automotive, musical instruments, fixtures and many others.
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									Fiber & Wire 
									
Phoseon’s UV LED fiber curing system offers many benefits for curing coatings on all types of fiber and wires, including optical fiber, electrical and structural wire, and threads for smart fabrics.

						Solutions for Fiber & Wire
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									Wood
									
UV LED curing technology is utilized in the wood coatings industry for applications such as edge coating, roller coating and digital printing. UV LED technology drastically reduces energy consumption and significantly reduces work-piece surface temperature.
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									Automotive 
									
UV curing has been used for years in several areas of the automotive production process. UV provides near-instant curing of functional and decorative coatings. And the lightweight materials used in today’s automobiles benefit from the low temperatures enabled by UV LED technology.

						Solutions for Automotive
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									Industrial 
									
Countless manufacturing processes make use of the benefits of UV LED curing. Applications range from manual curing of the adhesives used during sub-component assembly, to high speed curing of coatings and colorings of the finished products.
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									Case Studies 
									
Are you interested in learning more about Phoseon’s case studies and applications expertise for coatings?  Phoseon’s UV LED curing products are successfully curing applications worldwide.  Visit our case studies page to learn more.
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				Phoseon Technology is the leader in UV LED solutions for Life Sciences and Industrial Curing applications.

©2024 Copyright Phoseon Technology. All Rights Reserved.
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. In case of sale of your personal information, you may opt out by using the link Do not sell my personal information.
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                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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